The Serpent Heals

In the Far East in places like Japan, where Satan is still the major God of Soten Kurama and his mantra name AUM is the symbol of Japanese culture, there is a term in Japanese that of Chiryo. The word CHI means "Cure" in Japanese and Ryo means 'That Which" the term Chiryo means That Which Cures. In Japan, CHI means what it means in the Far East, the serpent energy. It's also Ki in Japanese but Japan uses many of the same terms that are also Chinese as their Kanji script is from Han Chinese. CHI also means serpent in the east. The serpent is the cure to all ailments and problems.

Chiryo in the east is also Chira in Sanskrit and is the name for the Kundalini serpent of Satan. The meaning of Chiryo is the energy that heals, but in the ancient culture, healing with this energy is by transforming the individual into the Light Body state, which is done with CHI energy. Chira or Chiryo also means: The Fire of the Serpent Energy. Note the focus on the Ryo or RA, the fire mantras. The R is also about this fire energy in motion or rotation.

"Ophiuchus comes from ophis [serpent] and cheiro-o [to handle] so Ophiuchus means 'snake handler'." [1]

Ophiuchus is also known as Aesculapius who Hippocrates is stated to descend from and whose symbol is the serpent. The healing of the ancient spiritual schools was the transformation of the individual with the serpent energies. Ophiuchus is symbolized as the constellation that transforms Orion into eternal life with the Magnum Opus and is called The Serpent Bearer. The ancient spiritual schools stated the illness is old age, sickness, death and misfortune and by taking Mercury daily one is cured of all such. Mercury is serpent energy, not the metal mercury. The symbol of Mercury is the Ka-Deus, which means Serpent Energy. The eastern texts state the same. It’s the awakening of the Kundalini and raising it that cures one of the same ailments the western texts state.

KUN or KUM of the Kundalini is the mantra name of Sanat Kumara (Satan) in India and it means, “fire serpent”.
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